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THE ELECTRIC LINK
Factory Relocation Runs Smoothly When You Work with
Southwest Industrial Electric
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GETTING IT DONE RIGHT THE
FIRST TIME
No matter how big or small your project,
you can trust Southwest Industrial Electric
to get it done right, on time, the first time.
Our team of electricians have years of
experience and expertise on projects of all
sizes , so you can trust that no matter the
task, we will get it done exactly to your
needs. We want to be a part of your team,
and hope to earn your business for years to
come.

FACTORY RELOCATION SERVICES
When you choose Southwest Industrial Electric for your factory
relocation you can be sure that everything will run smoothly. We
have 40 years of experience in the electrical business, and are
prepared to help you plan and implement the best possible
electrical layout for your new factory relocation.
We offer the following services for factory relocation: Surveying
the existing and new location, calculating power requirements,
determining accessible power, and creating an effective electrical
plan for your move. We design our electrical layouts to be space
and energy efficient. To see how we can help you during your
factory relocation, contact Southwest Industrial Electric today.

Need a different service? Head over to
our website for a full list of services
www.southwestelectric.com
Or give us a call for a FREE estimate
(323)255-6563

MEET AN ELECTRICIAN

Jorge Guerrero
Jorge has quickly moved up
in our ranks and is a part of
our Specialty Service Call
team. His expertise,
dedication, and care has
made him a wonderful and
reliable electrician to have
on the team!

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST
ABOUT YOUR JOB?
"I enjoy the unpredictability of it, that you
never know what kind of machine you are
going to work on and what kind of system of
controls it uses. It's never the same thing
everyday. It's a very rewarding experience
being able to not only understand the machine,
but know it enough to be able to trace down
faults and get it running again. Some things I
handle on the job are problems with machines
not turning on, not running exactly as they are
intended to, whether it's specific controls not
working, or motors not functioning at all."
- Jorge Guerrero

TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR RECENT WORK
"All work is great, your guy was professional, clean and easy
going. Work was done in a timely fashion. If I need any
other sparky thingy fixed, I will most certainly give you a
call." -Chuck
"Fantastic, no issues at all! Very knowledgeable and
effective service. We really appreciated that there was very
low maintenance required on our end." -Andy
"It went very well, very well. I was shocked by how great you
were. Without a doubt, the smoothest service I have
received. Great communication from everyone I spoke with
at Southwest. You delivered when you said it would be
done and I appreciated your guys always showing up so
early. You made my last 6 months!" -Sofya
"Great! You did everything to get us to pass our inspection.
If anything ever comes up we will definitely be using you. 5
stars from us!" - Mike

ASK HOW YOU CAN
SAVE WITH OUR
REFERRAL PROGRAM!
(323)-255-6563
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